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What If They Held a
Quartet Contest
and Nobody Won?

Illinois District Website
http://www.illinoisdistrict.org
Rush Street

Another spring, and another trip to
Peoria to determine who’s the big dog in the
Illinois District. The only problem is, for the
quartets, the judges didn’t think any of the
dogs in the show had the right amount of
woof.
Bob Squires, in his impeccable style,
introduced a sparse Friday night audience to
16 quartets. One of the quartets was from
out of the district—In Progress from St. Charles, Mo., competing for the collegiate title as
well as for their district. Another quartet—Measure 87 from Mt. Zion High School—
competed at the district level only. That left only 14 “regular” Illinois District quartets to
compete for the opportunity to go to Anaheim this July for the international quartet contest. (Do you realize that in 1988, the Illinois District could boast the top international
quartet—Chiefs of Staff—along with third place international bronze medalist Chicago
Chord of Trade and fifth place international bronze medalist Chordiac Arrest! What a
difference a couple of decades makes.) In all, the competitors represented a mixed bag of
barbershoppers—some high schoolers, some college joes, some senior singers, some CenBloomington’s “Sound of Illinois”
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tral Staters, and a few “regular” quartets.
Measure 87
After the opening session, the district
hosted a President’s Reception at the Pere Marquette, but this time without a complimentary light
buffet. Perhaps the absence of free refreshments
kept some from attending, since the number in attendance was noticeably down from previous years.
The following quartets appeared: Measure 87, Chicago Times, In Progress, After Hours, Chord
Play, Rush Street, and City Nights. Except for
the out-of-district quartets and the high school
quartet, City Nights were the new faces in town.
City Nights
Leroy High School Octet

This mixed quartet—a double husband/wife
team—presented some unique arrangements that
offered a distinctive twist to the evening. Mark
Keever and his wife Ann have joined forces with
Kevin Keller and his wife Ann. Kevin arranged
In Progress
several of the songs they sang.
Next morning, the choruses took to the
stage, all 12 of them. Jim Bagby, who was judging
the contests, stepped up to direct a Joe Barbershop
mike-testers chorus. Then the choruses cut loose,
ranging from the 13-man choruses of Bureau
County and Chicago Metro, to Coles County’s motley crew of prisoners (who graciously welcomed
former Illinois governors into their ranks), to Lake
County’s sassy “Love Me” almost directorless presentation (kudos to Matt MacFadyen for getting out
of the way and letting the chorus visually and aurally engage the audience) to Belleville’s solid second-place finish singing two solid barbershop
chestnuts, to Bloomington’s nearly 70-man chorus resurrection of “My Ideal” and “No, No,
Nora.” At this contests, size mattered, and Bloomington clearly outsang their competitors and
earned the right to represent Illinois at the international contest based on score (Northbrook’s
New Tradition had already earned their appearance having won last fall’s district chorus contest).
That evening, the quartets sang for the right to represent Illinois (or their respective districts) at Anaheim. Unfortunately, the judges didn’t feel that the competitors had enough “oomph”
in their performances to garner the necessary points to earn a trip to international, though Rush
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Street, by gaining the top score, would represent the district by default.
Surely, this was the first time the Illinois District has been unable to qualify
a quartet based on points alone. Curiously, a Central States quartet—In
Progress—though besting Rush Street by a mere three points, didn’t rack
up enough points to represent their district. At the time of the contest,
former Illinois District Chamption Voce had opted to compete at a later
date out of district. Apparently, this quartet is no longer associated with
the Illinois District because only bass Jay Giallombardo is registered as part
of our district.
To conclude the evening, a Show of Champions paraded weekend
winners for a brief reprise of their performances. In addition, last year’s
chorus champion—Chicagoland West Suburban’s West Towns Chorus—
added to the evening’s “champions” glow.
A couple of sidelights. Long overdue recognition was accorded to
Carl Missele by awarding him the 2009 Award for Barbershop Excellence
(ABE). Carl has filled a variety of niches within the district, most notably
Marsha Boyer
his recent series of recordings of past district champions contest sets. Just
a time-consuming process often goes unappreciated as a part of historical
record of our district as well as the pure joy of listening to how the barbershop style has evolved.
Another evidence of artistry came in the form of working with stained glass. Marsha Boyer,
wife of Jeff Boyer of the Coles County Chapter, created a work of art that was made available for the Harmony Foundations raffle. It took in $1,260 dollars.
Once again the last weekend in September, the big choruses will battle it out for the right to
travel to Philadelphia in 2010, and the quartets will try to regroup to select a new district champion. Unlike
recent political elections, let’s hope we walk away knowing Saturday evening who the winners are.
After Hours

All That Jazz

Chicagoland West Suburban’s “West Towns Chorus”
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International 71 —
Better known as the Jim Henry Show

all photos this page by Loren May
and featured on the
www.public.fotki.com/danp2000/
web site

Congratulations to all of the
competitors and attendees of the 71st
International Convention in Anaheim a
couple of weeks ago. A West Coast
contest probably precluded most Illinoisans from attending, but the Society
has to spread the wealth for attendance
sites (next year, we’re back near the
East Coast with Philadelphia).
While the Illinois District didn’t
make a big splash on the contest scene,
a close neighbor of ours—Jim Henry
Ambassadors of Harmony
from the St. Louis area— walked away
with more gold than anyone except
maybe for the swimmer Michael
Phelps, winning a gold medal in the
quartet contest singing with the quartet
Crossroads and then picking up another gold medal as director of the St.
Charles Ambassadors of Harmony.
One wonders if this is the first time that
a single individual acting as a quartet
competitor and as a chorus director has
won gold medals in both contests.
Other sources more current and
knowledgeable than we will provide
you with lots of information about what must have
been a doozy of a series of contests. The Society’s
webpage is surprisingly tacit about what went on at
Anaheim, unless you want to pay for it. If you don’t
believe me, go check the Society’s home page —
www.barbershop.org— and see what comes up. But
when a chorus knocks off the Vocal Majority by a
healthy margin, and records a couple of perfect scores
while doing so, then that’s news. Combine it with a
quartet appearance by four former gold-medal singers
featuring the guy who is the director of the giantkilling chorus, then you’ve got a bevy of stories for the
ages.
Crossroads
A special treat was the excellent showings
made by overseas affiliate competitors. Ringmasters
from Sweden finished tied for fourth place with State Line Grocery, the highest placing ever for a beyond-thepond competitor. New Zealand’s Musical Island Boys finished 10th. In chorus competition, zero8 [sic] from
Sweden finished in seventh place while Wellington, New Zealand’s Vocal FX finished 10th. Truly, the rest of the
world is catching up to this American art form called barbershop.
As an aside, the Society has been touting the fact that the Westminster Chorus recently won the Llangollen Folk Song festival, held in Sweden. They competed against a variety of other choral groups from all over the
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world specializing in traditional folk songs. Westminster performed a fascinating arrangement of “Shenandoah” and a medley of minstrel songs. You can check out their performance at www.llangollen.tv/en/clip91 for video performances of Westminster and the other
competitors. Would that the Society made such viewings available of our competitions, but
money talks (as well as copyright infringement laws).
We offer congratulations to Illinois’ own Joe Krones for Old School’s silver
medal performances and to Jay Giallombardo for Voce’s 11th place finish.
We’re indebted to quartet man, chorus director, contest judge, and all-around barbershop guru Tom Woodall for the “story” that follows. In his inimitable way, he’s captured the essence of the week that the rest of us missed and probably will never get the
chance to experience again.

all photos this page
by Loren May and
featured on the
www.public.fotki.com/
danp2000/ web site

BEHIND THE SCENES IN ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA
JULY 1—4, 2009
Tom Woodall (Coles County, Illinois Chorus)
This was my 34th International Contest and it had to be one of the best for many
reasons.
CHORUS CONTEST
The big news is that St.
Charles, Mo. Ambassodors of
Harmony upset 11-time gold
medal winner The Vocal Majority from Dallas, Texas. They
averaged a record of 97.5 points
per song (out of 100) and had
158 men on stage. Five of them
sang with Coles County at one
time—Doug Brooks, Chuck
Klockow, Don Ott, Jim Prince
Northbrook’s “New Tradition”
and Steve Seymour. David
Wright (their arranger and longtime driving force behind the chapter) attended his very first barbershop meeting with the
Coles County Chapter (mid-1970s). Jim Henry is their outstanding director. Chorus photos
are not permitted during the competition. On one song, they scored 100, 100, 100, 99, 99
for a near perfect 500 in Presentation.
The Alliance (Columbus, Ohio) chorus (with our good friend Larry Icenogle, former Arthur resident) finished sixth and for the first time ever, two foreign choruses—zero8
Stockholm, Sweden) and (Vocal FX Wellington, New Zealand) made the top ten, seventh
and 10th respectively. Northbrook, Illinois,
New Tradition was 15th and our Sound of Illinois Chorus (Bloomington, Illinois) was 21st
with a 79.8 average. With just 61 mid-western
blue collar singers, Bloomington overcame adversity (sang last as the 29th chorus in the eighthour contest following four choruses that placed
eighth, first, 17th, and sixth. Talk about a difficult “draw.” They remained focused, and we are
proud of them. Interestingly, 13 of the 29 choruses had 41 or fewer singers on stage.
Bloomington’s “Sound of Illinois”
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Old School

Voce

The Mic
Testing Chorus came
from Honolulu, Hawaii, and did a clever
“Frankenstein” bit.
Here is one of their
members..lurking the
hall after their performance.

Tom Woodall photo

THE QUARTET CONTEST
Crossroads (from St. Charles, Missouri, and the AOH chorus) won the contest
(Jim Henry sang bass) with Old School (Joe Krones from Illinois sang bass) finishing in
second. Storm Front (the hilarious comedy quartet from Colorado) was third with Jeff
Saleno singing tenor. He was the bass of Riptide, a top three quartet that sang on our
show a few years ago. He is such a good bass; it seems so strange to hear him floating the
high notes in an extremely successful comedy quartet. They performed in the 90s.
Two foreign quartets—Ringmasters (Sweden) and the Musical Island Boys
(New Zealand) made—the top ten. The Ringmasters tied for fourth, the highest ever finish for a foreign quartet. Rush Street (the only quartet representing Illinois) finished 46th
of the 50 competitors. The Men in Black quartet (New York) finished in the top ten.
They were the featured teaching and performing quartet at the Youth in Harmony Festival
we hosted in October,2007.
The College Quartet contest gets better and better. The Vagrants (from California) won it this year and 12 of the 25 quartets entered achieved a score of 76 or better (the
score required for quartets to be invited to sing in the regular the International Quartet
Contest).
The quartet contest was incredibly good, and it took greater than 81.4 points to
make the top 20. That is the score recorded for the 21st place guys. Unfortunately, their
name Lucky Day probably did not represent how they felt when the scores were announced.
To open the quartet quarter-finals, a quartet from England sang “God Save the
Queen.” The quartet is named Monkey Magic and they finished 39th in the actual contest.

Rush Street

Except as noted,
all photos this page
by Loren May and
featured on the
www.public.fotki.co
m/danp2000/ web
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Tom Woodall photo

Some former champs were in attendance. Gene
Cokeroft is a barbershop icon (arranger, performer and
song writer) and has had a major influence in peripheral
music areas (directors, producers, writers, etc). He was
the tenor of the 1961 Suntones Championship Quartet,
and he was inducted into the BHS Hall of Fame—Class
of 2009 over the weekend. Here he enjoys some pizza
between quartet sessions. Gene will be a special clinician
at the Bloomington YIH Festival this fall.
Jim Graham was a long time Illinois District Barbershopper who held many offices and faithfully sang in
quartets and choruses and did anything he could to advance the hobby. Sadly, he passed away recently; howGene Cokeroft
ever, his well-known brother, Paul Graham (Western
Continentals-1968 Champs), was in attendance in Anaheim. Paul returned to Illinois as
often as he could (from the Far West District) to encourage us Mid-Western singers. He is
a real gentleman.
Joe Liles (left) and Tom Woodall
SEVENTY FIVE YEARS IN THE PITS..and other judging
tidbits
Joe Liles (38 years) and Tom Woodall (37) are two of the
longest currently continuous certified members of the judging community. They now both judge Singing but were certified in other
categories in 1971 and 1972 respectively. At the Convention Judges
Meeting, it was announced that Bob Squires (long-time Illinois judge,
coach, quartet singer, chorus director, etc.) has been named Judge
Emeritus in the Presentation Category. Bob will be coaching at our
Parts and Partners Party on August 22.
Because several scores of 100 were given to the AOH and
Vocal Majority choruses in Anaheim, is was jokingly suggested that
we consider making 105 the new maximum score per song per cateTom Woodall photo
gory. It is doubtful that will ever become a reality. Kevin Keller and Joe Hunter judged
the contest this year (Kevin has coached us and will be with us for the Part and Partners
Party on August 22. Joe’s quartet (Bigtime from NYC) sang on our show one month ago.
SOME SPECIAL EVENTS
There were many special events at the Convention/Contest. The AIC
(Association of International Champions) put on their annual Thursday night show, and it
was outstanding. The chorus, made up of only gold medal winners in International Competition, sang extremely well with very little practice time. They worked under the direction
of Jay Giallombardo. The 70+ members are so talented and focused, the group is singing
well into the 80s within a few hours. Jay also wrote another song, which was very well received (he did the same thing last year).
In addition, the Dapper Dans of Harmony (world-famous for their performances
at Disneyland) performed at one of the events. Behind the 12-man group were some 50
other men who had at one time or another, sung with the Dans. They were presented with
a Lifetime Achievement Award and the audience loved them.
Dick Van Dyke of TV fame is originally from Danville, Illinois. A couple of years
ago, the BHS made him an Honorary Life Member. This year, he and his group (The
Vantastix) performed on a couple of occasions at the convention. Dick displayed amazing
flexibility and agility as he danced his 83-year-old body through several vigorous routines.
Tim Woodall rode in an elevator with him, and Stan McMorris got an autograph (Dick’s
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The Harmony Foundation, in an attempt to make BHS folks aware of how financial support is helping with our “youth recruitment” efforts, put on a great show prior to
the quartet finals. Though you can¹t hear them singing, some 400 singers joined forces
from AOH, Vocal Majority, and the Masters of Harmony. Their “Armed Forces Medley” (sung on July 4th) was so meaningful.
IT HELPS TO BE WELL CONNECTED
Because Tim Woodall belongs to two chapters, he gets double the opportunity for special
perks. His Bloomington friend Bret Mulford provided a couple of neat outings while at
the convention. Through a series of phone calls to important “old” friends, (including a
TV show producer/director in New York City) Bret, Tim, and two other Sound of Illinois chorus members ate dinner at the famous Mozza Italian Restaurant, right downtown
in the L.A. theater district. This Italian Restaurant makes dinner dates months in advance, but within a few hours, Bret and friends were chowing down on some great and
somewhat expensive food. As if that weren’t enough, a special afternoon and overnight
sailboat excursion (fully-equipped 50-footer) trip was arranged in the San Diego area.
They sailed within 50 feet of the famous Pearl
Lori Ingraham and Alan Josephson Harbor Ship USS Midway, and the group
watched four different sets of fireworks and actually sailed south into the waters along the
Mexican border. If you’re real nice, Tim might
introduce you to Bret one of these days.
The name of our own Jim Kraatz (and
wife Celia) appeared on a large poster at the convention site. Jim was recognized for his financial
support of the Harmony Foundation. A few
other Illinois District names also appear on the
list.
One of the great stories coming out of
the convention was a meeting with Alan Josephson (he sang with Champaign more than
20 years ago). A year ago, Alan was coping with surgery and other procedures in his battle
with cancer. Though he made it to Nashville, he was very weak and thin. He was the first
person I saw in the Anaheim hotel lobby, and he looks and feels wonderful other than the
fact that he sings with the Vocal Majority, and they finished second (that only happened
to them in one other contest in 1974 on their first attempt.) Al is shown with long time
friend and great female barbershopper, Lori Ingraham. Lori lives in Calgary, Canada, and
was present to see her father Hugh Ingraham
Drayton
(now deceased for 22 years) inducted into the
and
BHS Hall of Fame (2009). Hugh was a real pioSue Ann
neer, establishing chapters “up north” and beJustus
came a very much respected and loved judge and
Society employee from 1962-1987) Don’t you
wish you could grow a mustache like Al’s?
Drayton Justus (with wife Sue Ann) had
his usual busy weekend. A former Coles County
member (in the mid-1980s) Drayton has held
many BHS positions, including President. He
sang in the AIC Chorus (he was the Gold Medal
all photos this page by Tom Woodall
lead in the Gentlemen’s Agreement quartet in1971), made presentations to honorees at the
contest site and sang in a back-up group for Dick Van Dyke. Though he now lives in the
Atlanta area, he is quick to recall pleasant days with Coles County friends.
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The End of an Era
by Chris Schuneman T
Treasurer, Alton Barbershoppers
President, St. Louis Area Barbershop Council
My official membership card designates the Alton Illinois chapter as E001.
The significance of that designation escaped
me when I joined six years ago. I’ve since
learned that it means that the Alton Chapter
was the very first chapter in Illinois. As a
matter of fact, in 1946, when the meeting
was held to discuss forming a chapter, our
current president, Duward Worley, was one
of the 57 men present.
The chapter went on to become a
fine men’s chorus, performing in strong
At the final Alton Illinois chapter meeting, (from left), George Huff, Chris
voice and numbers for many appreciative
Schuneman, and Duward Worley, the remaining three members, ring
chords with Bob Cearnal and Rodney Mehlberg, as Ken Schroer listens.
audiences over the 62 years of its existence.
photos by Ken Gerler ( Florissant Valley Chapter)
Additionally, the Alton Chapter sponsored
the fledgling Florrissant, MO Chapter,
which, in turn, spawned the St. Charles Chapter, so I guess you could say, we’re the grandfather of the great Ambassadors of Harmony!
In the glory days, the chapter consistently put on shows and drew significant local
crowds. With the decline in numbers and increasing age of the membership, recent activities were more directed at entertaining seniors in convalescent homes.
The chapter also was parent to many quartets over the years, the most recent of
which was the Alton Four. This quartet enjoyed two to three engagements per month over
the past three years, until its baritone, Dan Tomkinson, was laid low by congestive heart
failure, and the bass, Carl Porter, died unexpectedly.
Sadly, time and its many effects reduced the once great chapter to only four paying
members. The chapter was already discussing dissolution when Carl Porter, their director,
and longest standing member, passed away suddenly, May 13. The remaining three members, whose age and other issues have rendered its renaissance unfeasible, determined that
it was time to close the book on a fond period.
Thus, the first Illinois chapter has voluntarily surrendered its charter. I know those
who benefited from the existence of the Alton Barbershoppers—audiences, sponsored
chapters, members—are all grateful for what this organization added to their lives. Gone,
but not forgotten, the Alton Barbershoppers are no more.
Epilogue:
But wait! There's more. The three of us enlisted Bob Cearnal to help us navigate
the chapter dissolution process and scheduled a meeting for June 2 to work through the
details. Behind our backs, Bob conspired with another friend of the Alton Chapter, Rodney Mehlberg, and between the two of them, they arranged for a surprise “Bon Voyage”
party for the Alton chapter. Approximately 30 snack- and soda-toting men from the
Florissant, Belleville, and St. Charles chapters converged on our “little meeting” and made a
party out of what would otherwise have been a wake! We had two directors there, sang our
hearts out, and made the halls of the Haskell House ring like they hadn’t for a long time. A
huge thank you to all of you! Duward, George and I were touched to the bottom of our
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hearts!

Youth in Harmony Report
Greg Grey, VP-Youth in Harmony
What a convention! There were five Youth in Harmony groups that competed at
the 2009 Spring Convention. One quartet (After Hours) competed in both the adult and
collegiate contests.
After Hours won the collegiate contest with a score of 897. However, the quartet
was not able to represent the Illinois District in the Collegiate International Contest. I
asked Upturn (score: 815) to represent the Illinois District at the International competition
and they accepted. They finished in 25th place.
Leroy High School had an octet that competed and became the District Youth in
Harmony champion.

Fall Festival Updates
Dates and clinicians have been secured for the two of the three fall festivals. The
Northern Festival will have the Chris Betz of the Northbrook chapter serve as the clinician
for the gentlemen and the ladies of the Wetosha Lakes Chorus as clinicians for the ladies.
That festival will be held Saturday, Oct. 17 in Fox Lake. The Southern Festival held in
Charleston on October 19, will have the men of Lunch Break from Nashville serve as the
clinicians. And last, but certainly not least, the Central Illinois Festival will be held on October 29 in Bloomington and will feature 3 Men and a Melody as the clinicians.
These festivals are wonderful opportunities for us to expose the youth to the joys
and sounds of barbershopping. They need your support, so please put these dates on your

THE SCORES ARE IN!
The results of the Illinois District's Bulletin Editor of
the Year (BETY) were announced at the Spring Convention. However, in case you missed it, here is the
outcome of the contest:
Bob Nicodem,
editor of West Towns’ Pitch bulletin,
was the winner of the 2008 competition. At the International Bulletin Contest Bob’s bulletin finished in
10th place. Congratulations to Bob.
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Barbershop Quartet
Preservation Association
Phoenix Quartet Festival
by Jack Martin
The Spring 2009 Barbershop Quartet Preservation Association (BQPA) Quartet
Festival is history. It was a rousing success with 150 attendees in total. Arrivals of the early
birds began on Wednesday, April 1, with about a dozen singers. The Grace Inn Resort, in
Phoenix Ariz., where the festival was held, served our activities well. There was scheduled
golfing on both Thursday
and Friday morning, which was enjoyed by several, with singing on every tee.
By Thursday evening the place was ringing with chords. I would guess about 50
singers were sharing fellowship and gathering in fours. By Friday afternoon the singing
room and lobby area was awash in singers sharing friendship and engaging in quarteting.
The draw for the Friday evening contest was made around 3:00 p.m. and those participating were scampering around trying to find their quartet members and get in a bit of
practice before the schedule contest at 7:00 p.m.. The contest was made up of 72 singers in
18 competing quartets. a judging staff of four people had been assembled (Joe Salz, Terry
Aramian, Jack Martin and Joe's wife served as the chairman of judges) with some brief
judging criteria and the best performing quartet, won the contest. The entertainment was
really good, especially the quartet Gerry Carroll sang in. Gerry was a riot!
Our performance venue was a very large poolside canopy/tent with an excellent
sound system provided by the Paradise Valley, Ariz. chapter and operated by member Stu
Willcox. The audience was at full capacity, and there were 18 pick-up quartets that performed in the contest, while the Arizona mini-tornado winds tested the canopy’s framework. There were times when we wondered if the canopy was going to survive. In spite of
all the wind and noise, we did end up with a champion quartet.
This fun-filled event was capped by an appearance of the 2009 Senior Quartet
Champions, Audacity. They captivated the audience with their performance. They again
performed a limited number of songs at the afterglow in the lobby of the hotel. A bit later
later, many of us enjoyed the presence of Teddy Bradshaw, Paul Graham (of the Western
Continentals) John Erickson, (of Chords Unlimited fame) and the gentle giant, Bill
Meyers who sang with the Citations quartet and later won gold with Revival! There were
other earlier SPEBSQSA quartet members in attendance, but their names escape me. I have
a good memory, but it is short!
Saturday morning found about 75 folks attending the semi-annual general meeting
of BQPA members. Everyone expressed their satisfaction with the new BQPA logo lapel
pin that had been developed and provided by Board of Directors. (thanks, Jim Gallagher)
The pin is about an inch-and-a-half tall, and three-quartets-inch wide in the image of the
BQPA logo. Members were encouraged to wear this pin at all barbershop functions. Several other forward looking programs were discussed for the future. Enthusiasm was high!
By Saturday afternoon the singing room, which was the hotel bar and lounge, was
filled with wall-to-wall singers and other supporters of the BQPA. (The lounge was quite
large and accommodating.)
Saturday evening was enjoyed by all with a planned, parade of quartets show. Paul
Ludwig, from the Tuscon area, put together a splendid presentation of eight organized
quartets from the surrounding area. They come form Tuscon, Las Vegas, Southern California and various communities in the Phoenix area. One of the quartets, I believe their name
was the OK Corral was dressed in western attire, playing guitars and singing authentic
western music. It was a refreshing change-up from the traditional barbershop music we all
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love. The final quartet performing was Oasis who had done quite well in the recent
FWD/RMD BHS prelims. Their great singing will linger in my memory for some time. The
Arizona winds of Friday night subsided, which added a welcome flair to the festivities.
The remainder of the evening was enjoyed by all attendees and guests, hanging out
in the hotel bar and lounge (singing room) engaging in all kinds of quarteting and bonding
of friendships . Besides the various singing activities, the colorful dress of the quartets provided a pleasant visual atmosphere. There was such a crowd that the quarteting activities
spilled over into the hotel lobby and surrounding hallways and corners, somewhat reminiscent of the lobbies of the headquarters hotel of earlier SPEBSQSA conventions.
I might add that the BQPA has experienced a substantial growth in membership
since our September, 2008, gathering in Chicago. It appears that we must be doing something right.
I would be remiss if I did not mention the great buffet style, hot breakfast that
came complimentary with renting of a room. I have to say it was as good as they come
with very little to be desired beyond what was provided. The prepared meals from the
menu served for lunch and dinner was very tasty and reasonable in cost. Also the early
April weather in Phoenix was wonderful. Sunny and warm in the daylight hours, with a
moderate cooling breeze in the evenings, with a couple hours on Friday night being the exception.
Sunday morning found many of the festival attendees grabbing the hotel/airport
shuttle, to make their flights to home. There were quite a few folks that had driven from
Orange County and other southern California cities as well as the southern Nevada area.
Actually, there were attendees from most every district in the BHS, which says volumes for
the fun and fellowship that exists in the BQPA activities.
I think one of the strong drawing points of the BQPA activities is that we do not
need to be entertained by outsiders. By and large, we provide our own entertainment by
quarteting with one another. We are definitely a participating bunch as opposed to being
spectators.
Negotiations are underway with the Grace Inn Resort in Phoenix for the Spring of
2010. The second weekend of April has been reserved, pending the completion of a contract. Plan now to be with us.
The next gathering of the BQPA will be another exciting Quartet Festival to be
held September 10-12, 2009, in Chicago. Information can be found on the BQPA website,
www.bqpa.com

Musical Director Needed for
Rockford Metro Chapter
2nd City Chorus (Rockford Metro Chapter) is searching for a new Musical Director.
The current chorus is small in size, but strong in its desire to continue its history of
singing well and performing entertaining package—that is paramount. Although we are
dedicated to the belief that Barbershopping is a hobby, the compensation package for
our Musical Director is very fair.
Our chapter meets on Tuesday evenings at 7:30 p.m. at Shepherd Of The Valley Lutheran Church in Rockford.
If you are interested in pursuing this unique opportunity, please feel free to contact either Doug Philips at (815) 494-0112, dphill9285@gmail.com or David Mouri at (815)
978-9924, pchome@ameritech.net.
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